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,1'0 , XIII diameters of the l'ings in m.m . 
.1'0 mean of 2 diameters on plat es taken before and aftel' tVm. 

FirsL rilJg: 
iVo = 3.662 

,1]m = 3.640 

Second ring: 

,1]0 = 2.608 

,1]m= 2.573 

[lJm~ = 13 250 

ilJo~ = 6.802 

, [lJm 2 = 6620 

0.160 

0.182 

0.17Uo Ä 
!::,,).o = --= 0.0086 . E. 8 R~ 

0.171 

In the case of the triplet of the mel'cury line 5770 no displacement 
of the central line conId be fOllnd. In a field of 28250 the following 
values of the diameters wel'e obtained with the 5 m.m. étalon: 

Fil'st ring Second ring 

2.199 3.409 field oft'. 

2.193 

2.199 

3.408 

3.394 

field on. 

field oft'. 
Hence the central line of 5770 remains within the limits of expel'i

mental error exactly jn the position of the unmodified one. 

Physics. - "Cont1'ibution to the the01'Y o} bina1'Y mixtures," XII. 
(Continued). By Prof .. T. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

In the discussion in the pl'eceding contribution on the question 
whether there is any possibility that "alnes of v> b

2 
might occnr 

in the case that the locus of the points of intersection of the curves 
d~tf) d~'lr) 

- = 0 and - = 0 is a closed curve, we have also discussed dtIJ2 dv2 

(p. 433) the case that (9/") or: 

n - 1 - n V \ A - ,1] dA I =F V \ A + (1 _ ,'IJ) dA t = 0 
I diV\ I dml 

would be imaginal'Y over the fuIl width from te = 0 to ie = 1. We 
have l'edllCed this equation there to the following form: 

V c a -c (l-,vy V'c--a-_-c-iV-o-2 
n - 1 - 1U/J - 2 =F (1 _ ,v) 1 = 0 

a a a a 

and ShOWll that if 12 > 2, tbe value of al - CX~ mar become 
negative fol' the high values of le. The limiLing value of x is then 
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equal to V a
\ so that we have tIJg = V~. \v-e then observed 

c c 
(p. 435) th at if sueh a limiting vaIue for ilJ exists, Olll' conclusion 
that cplll = 0 must possess a minimum -value which is negative, can 
no longer be eonsidered as proved; but we omitted the observation 
that the thosis that v would have to be < b~, may noL be eonsidered 
as proved any longer either. If viz. the substitution of [IJ = [lJq shouid 
make the first membel' of (ep"') negative, whereas, as we saw hefore, 
the substitution of [IJ = 0 makes the first mem her of (gl') positive, 
then a value of [IJ must exist whieh makes «pl/,) = 0 both on the 
branch of «(p'lI) with the negati ve sign for the third term as on that 
with the positi ve sign. Then it is therefore unnecE'ssal'y, that (g/") 
possesses a minimum "alue, and there is no reason for the positive 
sign for the thil'd term, and so no neeessity fol' v being smaller 
than b~. 

Let us seek the conditioll for: 

V/a2-o (I-tIJg)!} < 
n - 1 - nXq 0 

a 

or 

mq V~ - (l-tvg)2 
n-l c -<-----n a 

c 

Let us write; 

or 
a a2xq -= {IJ~ 9 (I-tIJg) + - - lCg (l-mg) 
c , c 

or 

~ = O1g f:~ - (1-mg)2 t· 
The condition put above, beeomes then: 

n-l 1 -<------:-
n Jll l :2 - (I-rog)' I 

or 

or 
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Ol' 

Ol' 

h V~ V1+81 
And taking into account t at xI{ = - = --, we obtain 

c n-l 
as condition : 

~ (n - 1) > VI + El + n V8,. 
I ha\'e giyen it in this form in the "Erratum" accompanying the 
preceding Contribution, 

Before discussing the signification of this condition I wiU remark that 
we might, indeed, have obtained this result in a less intricate way. 

Let us directly put the value v = 62 in the equation for the closed 
curve, and let us examine \vbat value of X then satisfies tbe eql1ation. 
If v = b" then v-b = (b 2-ól )(1-x), and v~ = b,2. Equation (a) of 
Oontribution X p. 318 becomes then: 

or 

Ol' 

1 

(n-l)2 C iV (I-iV) 
--0 -(l-m)=---

n- a 

1 

a al a~ 
- (I-iV) + - al-.'IJ (I-iV) 

C C 

1 

n2 iV (1+81) (I-iV) + n2 (1+82 ) iV-iV (1-/c)(n-J)' 

then we find as condition for the calculation of x for which v = b~: 
1+81 n'82 --(1-,'IJ) + -- ,'IJ - te (I-iV) = 0 

(n-l)2 (n-l)2 
or 

2 11 1+1?1-n282t 1+1:1 
m -tG + +--=0 .... (m 

(n-l)2 {n-l)2 

As 1 + El must cel'Lainly ue positive, because a negative value of 
al is inconceÎvable, we see that if the above equation has real roots, 
it must have {wo for positivo vaInes of x in all possible cases, also 
if El and 8, should ue negative. The condition fol' tlle roots being 
rea I i~ : 

32 lro 

~ 

1 1 

t 

! 
~ 
1 

1\ 

I 
t\ 
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1 _ V(l+l: l » nV 1:2 • 

n-l n-l 

80 the same condition ns hnd been found above. 
If we l'epresent the condition for the possibility of v> b2 again 

graphicnlly, it is given by n pnraboln, nnd that the f:>nme ns occurs 
in fig. :36 p. 32:1, but shifted downward in the dil'ection of the 
I:l-axis by an amount = 1. 'Ve need not draw il, but we shn11 
think tbe points of contnct with the 1: 1-axis nnd wilh a line 1: 1=-1 
indicated by the letters Q" nnd Pil. To satisfy the circumstance 
v> b" the point (1:1 , I:~) must 1ie inside the space which I sha11 
call O'/Pil Q'/. But for the possibility of the closed figme the point 
(El' 1:2) must 1ie inside the space OPQ - in both cases be10w the 
corresponding parabola. Tlüs can only accu!' when the two areas 
mentioned cover each other or as least overlap. This requires 
(n-1)2 > 1 or n> 2. So the points (1:1' 1:2 ) giving a c10sed curve, 
for which the value v> b2 occurs between two values of tC, are 
confinecl to a smaller space, again bounded by 1be nxes and a 
pnrabola. In this case the pambola touches the E1-axis at a distance 
n (n -- 2) from the origin, but intersects the E,-axis at n distance 

n(n-2) n-2 . 
- --- - -- from the origlll. The condition that the two values 

n~ n 

of tV for which v = bv coincide, and that the closed curve touch n 
line v = b2 is this: that the point (I:p E2) sha11 he on this parnbola. 

V l+El nVE2 
Then ,'/: = -- and 1 - x = --. If we compare this value 

(n-l)~ n-1 
of x with that which we have called xg above, .'Cg appears to be 

, dv 
besides highest value of a; for which - is equal to 0 for the points 

die 

'of the closed curve, also the value of x for the point in which the 
closed CUl've touches the line v = b2 • If volumes occur which are 
lnrger thnn b2 , then the grentest volume lies at a value of x < Xg. 

LeL n8 now more closeI,}' examine the space wbich OPQ and 
0" pil Q" luwe in common, and inside whil;h the points (1:1> E2 ) must 
lie for the condition v > b~ to be satistied. Fo!' n very large th is 
space will be very Inl'ge in the direction . of the sl-axis, but in 

2 
the direction of the 1: 2-axis it remains limited to au amount 1 --

n 

and sa below uniJ,y. Also by simple constl'uction we eau now indieate. \ 
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a rule - for the place of the points (81 ,82) which satisfy the l'equire
ment that the pOl'tion cnt oir by the closed curve ft'om the line 
v = 'b 2 , bave a given value. 

From equation ((3) of p. 479 follows: 

2a:= 1 + 1+81-n
2
ê2 ± V 1[1 + 1+cl-n

2
ê2J2_ 4~+1\ I 

(n-l)2 I (n-l)2 (n-l)2 \ 

If we represent the highest value of 0] by .1:2, and the smallest 
by 'Vv then: 

[ 
1+êl-n2c2J2 1+81 

(a: 2-tul)2 = 1 + (n-l)2 - 4 (n-l)2 

or 

1 - V[2i2 + ({/i2-{/il)2] = nV [_8_2 + (tI)2-,Vl)2] 
(n-1)2 4 (n_I)2 4n2 

Sa the points fol' which 0]2-,Vl bas an equal value, Iie again 
on a parabola, and one of the same shape as that of fig. 36; but 
llOW it bas undel'gone two shiftings. 

The first shifting is that in which all the points of the parabola 
have descended by an umount = 1 in the direction of the 8

1
-axis 

which makes it the upper limit of the tlpace now under discussion. 
But tlle second shifting is one which takes place in tbe direction of 
the diameter or the axis of the parabola. The amount of the second 
shifting lIlUf:)t be sneh that it can be considered as the resultant of 
a displacement in the dil'ection of the negative 1:1 by an amount 

(,V 2-,VJ2 1 d d' I . I I' . equal to (n - )2 an a lSp acement III t 1e CIrectlOn of the 
4 

(,V
2
-.'Vl)2 (n-1)2 

negative 1: 2-axis by an amollnt equal to -4-- ---. -. Accord-
n 2 

ing as 0]2-,V1 is greater, this second shifLing is more considerable
but as soon as the shifting wonld proceed sa fal' chat the parabola 
would have no more points inside the original space UPQ we have 
exceeded the possible valne of 0]2-.1\. The extreme Iimits of tV2-Xl 

1 n-2 
are th en all one side 0, and on the other side 1 - -- = -

n -1 n-l 

This greatest "alne of ,v2 -tv1' which is equal to ° fol' n:::::: 2 ilself 
approaches 1 with illCret"Lsing vaille of n. We mayalso express the 

I 
,I 
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above as follows. When we have a point (Sl' E2 ) in the space wbich 
OPQ and 0" P" Q" have in common, the closed curve will possess 
volumes which are greater than b~ - and by shifting this 'point 
in the direction of the axis of the parabola till it meets the first· 

mentioned shifted parabola, we find the value (t/)2~aJJ2 (12-1)\ in the 

projection of tbis displacement on the El-axis, Ol' the value ~ of 
(a; -{IJ )2 (n-I)2 

2 4: 1 -n-;- in the projection of this displacement on the E2-axis. 

So fhe Iengtb of the line drawn through the given point in the 
dil'ection of the axis of the parabola till it meets the second parabola 
tea(~hes us the value of (X2-Xl)2; to which we may add that the same 
line prolonged tu the other side so below the given point, shows 
us also at what value of a: the middle of Xl and X2 lies. lf the 
continuation of tbis line passes through the point E2 = 0 and El = -1, 

1 
the middle of Xl and x, lies exactly at x = -. If this line intersecls 

2 

IU1+''/)2<_1 
the El-axis below El == - 1, then 2 2 and the other way 

about. We have viz. from (~) : 

1+E1-n'E2 
1- 2.vm= - , 

(n-I)' 

For given' value of 'Vm this represents a straight line, the direetioll 
ê 

of whieh is given by ..! = n~, This straight line intersects tbe ~\-axis 
ê 2 ' 

in a point El + 1 = - (n-1Y (1-2x/lJ; from this fOl'mula the given 
, rule appears. 

Sueh rules ma)' also be given fol' the dimension and the plaee of 
the elosed 'curve itself - and tor the accurate know Iedge of the 
properties of this curve the knowledge of slleh ruies is not devoid 
of impol'tance, Thus the equation (l) of p. 319 Contribution X 
leads to: 

\ E1-n2E2 !' 4E1 
(''/)2-a;1)' = ,I + (n_l)2 \ - (n-l)' 

when the values of x between which the curve exists, are represented 
by tl!l and ,'IJ,. If we derive from this: 
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1 - v I El + (tv 2 -iV l )'! = n V \ E2 + (tv 2 - tv l )2! 

(n-lY 4 I /Cn- 1)2 4n2 I 
it appears that the locus of' the points El and E2 for which the closed 
curve has the same width, is again the same pa,rabola OPO" but 
shiftcd in opposite directioll of the axis by an amount of such 
a value th at the pl'ojection on the t\-axis is equal 10 (n-1)2 

(tv 2 :,'l)1)2. For the points of 0 PO, itself the width is, thel'efore, eq ual 

io 0, and for the origin, in which El and 8, is equal to 0, X 2-xl =1, 
and the curve accu pies the whole width. The decl'ease of the values 
of El and E2 obtained by shifting in the opposite direction of the 

d'1.fJ 
axis of the parabola, promotes therefore the intersection of - = ° 

dtv' 

and d
2

1.fJ = 0, and so furthers the non-miscibility. In the same way 
dv 2 

aJl+,'l), 
we find, representing the value of -2- by Xm : 

, 
Sa if we trace a line parallel to the axis of the parabola through 

the origin, th is line is the boundary for the points for which X711 ~ ~ 
1 

For tbe points for wbich 8 1 > n2
82 , X IIl > 2' and the otber way 

about. 
And finally this property. We mayalso write the equation ({j') of 

p. 319 Contl'ibution X indicating the limiting value of ,'V which cor
responds to given value of 8 1 and 8, as follows: 

8 1 1 n'8, 1 + =1. 
(n -1)2 a; (n-1)2 I-iV 

Let x = Xl for one of these limiting values, then this equation 
becomes: 

El 1 n2
Es 1 + =1 (n-1)2 tv l (n-I)21-,'l)1 

And for constant value of Xl' this ~ast formuIa represents a straight 
line fol' the points (F1 ,E,). On this straight line a1so the point must 
lie fol' whicb not only the Olle limiting value of X = .'Vu but a1so 
the second, and fol' which tbe two values of X therefore coincide. 

VEI nVE2 In this case Xl = -- and 1 - Xl = --. Hence we get back again 
n-I n-l 

!I 
" 

h. 
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the limiting relation between l\ anel C2 Ol' in other WOl'els the equation 
of the pal'abola by th is substitution in lhe equation of the straight 
line. 80 this straight line is a tangent Lo the parabola, anel one 
touching in the point in which also th~ second limitillg vallle of x, or 
''/:2 coincides with Xl' Fl'om ihis follows then 1.his rule. If we draw 
a tangent to the pal'abola in the area OPQ, then all the points (El' E

2
) 

fol' ,,,hich one of lhe limiting vn,lues is eqnal to the value fol' X of 
the point of contact, he on this tangent. If we draw a seconel tangéllt 
to the parabola, the point of inJ,ersection with the fh'st tangent has 
the property that the valtles of .'/: of the two points of contact belong 
to it for Xl anel X 2 ' If we have drawn Olle tangent, tangents may 
be dram1 from all the points of this line IJing on the lefthand side 
of the point of contact, so from all the points fol' which E

2 
is smaller, 

and El larger than tlmt of the point of contact, to the points for which 
El is larger, anel so x 2 > 0'/;1' and tlle othel' way about. If we wish 
to indicate in what pal't of the spaee OPQ belolV the parabola the 
points lie for which the valnes of El ancl E2 ttt'e sneh that the whole 

1 
closed curve remains restricted eithel' to values of x> - or to 

2 
1 

valués of tIJ < 2' we must begin with finuing the point 011 the para-

1 
bola for which Xl = X2 =2' This is the point for whieh El = n2c2 , 

. and whieh therefore lies on the line which is drawn from the ol'igin 
in the direclion of the axis of the parabola. In this point W(l must 
trace the tangent to the parabola. Frotl1 the El-axis ibis tangent cnts 

(n _1)2 (n-lY 
oft' a portion = anel fl'om the E2-axis a pOl'tion = --. 

2 2~ 

80 it is a line parallel to the straight line PQ of fig. 36, and it 
OP OQ 

cuts oft' from the axes paris eqnal to - and -. This tangent di vides 
, 2 2 

the space OPQ below the parabola into three pal'ts, viz. the part 
below this tangent, and the two othel' palts above tbis tangent and 
furthel' bOllnded by the parabola and one of 1he axes. The rigbthand 
one of these hvo pal'ts contains tlte poin ts, fol' which the closed curve 

remains confineel to yallleS of X < ~. Fot' the lefthand part the 

l'everse applies. 
80 according to this l'esul1 eithel' of these cases would be possible 

1 
eithel' that the closed curve l'emains l'estricted to vallles of x> -

2 ' 
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Ol' to yalues of \ tV <~. Bnt if it is asked whethel' it is probable 
2 

that bath cases occur, this probability depends on the value which 
l~ must assume in these two cases. The point in which these spaces 

I . 1 . h 0 (n-1)2 F th' . ttb touc 1, IS tIe pomt w ere E1 = 11" E2 = 4 . i Ol' IS pom 0 e 

pOl:lsible the following equation must hold: 

(2n + El + n2 E2)2 = 412 (1 + E1 ) n~ (1 + E2 ) 

We find fl'om this by substitution of the values E1 and E2 : 

l2 = (n + 1t . 
(n + 1)4 + 4 (n - 1)4 

So in any rase a valne of l2 < 1. lt becOlues smaller as n incl'eases, 
1 

and tbc limiting value fol' n = 00 mummts to 5' Snch a small value, 

however, 1~ wiU most likely never assume. And if we now take 
into consideration that for the points of the lefthand part, for the 

1 
points of which tV> 2' the value of 12 will have to be still smaller, 

we al'rive at the conclusion tlmt if n is large, the case that the closed 

f' 1 
curve remains restricted to values 0 ,7J> - wiJl not have much 

2 
chance of occurring. 11'01' the point in whieh the two spaces touch 

81 
l2 is equal to 85 for n = 2, and this value is 

4 
eq ual to 5 for n = 3 , 

and we maJ considel' these values of [2 as pl'obably possible. Sa 
tha,(, we arrive aL (he conc1usion L1111,t for not gl'eat values of n, e.g'. 

1 
n = 3, the closed curve, if it exists, can occur at:v > -, but that for 

- 2 
higher values of n, and also if 13 should be > 1, the othel' case, 

1 
tV < 2' is possible. 

Let us now proceed to dCl'i ve some results on the miscibility or 
non-miscibility in the liquid state from what has been observed on 

d2l~ d21" 
the intel'sectiori of - = ° and - = 0, fol' the case th at the locus 

d.1J~ do 2 

of the points of intersection is a closed curve, and to compare these 
resuJts with the observed facts. All the proper ties discussed of the 
closed curve are perhaps lIO longer necessal'y if we could have 
anticipated th is result. They have, however, been necessary for me 
to come to this conclusion. And if we do not content ourselves with 

tI 
,1 

(1 

" 

\1, •. 
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more or less vague indications, but want to give clearly defined 
statements, the knowledge of most of the properties discussed is 
necessary. 

I ah'eady treated one of the meanings _of the closed curve, p. 331 
d2tp d2tP 

Contribution X. In this case contact of - = 0 and -::::: 0 occurs 
d,'lJ 2 dv~ 

fol' the fil'st time at low temperatul'e T s ; at rising tempel'ature there 
is intersectioll of these two curves. But with fnrthel' rise of T the 
two points of intersection draw nearer together, and at T::::: Tl there 

d~tP 
is again contact. For the case mentioned - = 0 had again to lie 

d,'lJ 2 

dJ tI' 
in the region where -~= 0 is negative above T = Tl' But a second 

dv2 

case is possible. 
With constantly l'lsmg temperature the intersection of the two 

curves may always proceed in the same sense, and then there ean 
d~1J' 

a.lso be contact at T = Tl' Then the curve -::::: 0 must disappear 
d,'lJ 2 

in the region where d2tP is positive. In Contl'ibution lil I gave the 
dv 2 

d~1J' 
equation Ivhich is to decide whethel' -::::: 0 is to disappeal' in the 

d,1l2 

one region Ol' in the other, viz.: 

c,ug(l-,'lJg) > 4yg' 
--a-<l+Yg' 

~1J' ~tP 
If the sign > holds, - = 0 disappears in the region whel'e-

~~ ~~ 

is positive, and the ofher way about. And now, to answer the 
question wheihel' the fil'st mentioned case takeR place Ol' the second, 
we must examine this equati0I1, bearing in mind that El and E2 is 
positive, and that the points (El' E2) lie below Ihe parabola OPQ. 

1'he vn,lues of tIJg and yg are dependent on n, and quite determined 
by this quantity; Hlld aecording to the list of calculated values 
oecnrring in the beginning of Contribulion III, XC] ean on1y vary 
beLween I/a and l/~, and y" between 1/2 and O. 80 the seeond member 
of the inequality to be investigated is entirely determined by the 
ratio of the size of the molecnles, but the first member dejJends 
mor~ovel' on El and ê 2 • 

Let us write this fil'st member, Olnitting the index to [lJg: 
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cm(l- m) cm(l-m) 
----

a al(l-tv) + a~m-(Jm(l-m) 

Ol' 

cx(l-,'l)) 

1 1 

1 

_1_~+_n_2 __ 1_+[_P_l _~+~_1_-1J' 
(n-l)2,'l) (n-1)21-m (n-1)2,'l) (n _1)2 1-m _ 

a 

Now there is a series of values of lil and li3 (see p. 483) fol' which 
lil 1 n 2 li 2 1 

the value of --- - + -- -- - 1 is equal to O. All these values 
(n-1r IV (n-l)21-,'l) 

are given by a line whieh touches the parabola in a point for which 

ViiI = OJ, so a point whieh, as the parabola itself, is entirely deter
n--l 
mined by the value of n, and lies on the line which passes through 

the origin in a direction ~ = n2 (~)~ This direction approaches to 
li2 I-iv 

n2 

- fol' very great values of n, aud to 122 itself fol' values of OJ whieh 
4 
are but little greater than ~. All the values of lil and li 2 occurl'ing 
below the parabola are reached when lines are traeed parallel to the 
said tangent. Thus: 

lil 1 n2
p, 1 

----+-----I=±a 
(n-1)2,'l) (n_1)2 1-,'l) 

l'epresents all tlle points below this tangent, wh en u is given the 
negati\'e slgn; and then the seeond member ean deseend to -1, in 
wbieh case the origin itself might oecUl'. All the points above the 
said tangent are l'eached, when (( is given the positive sign, and 

1 
then made to ascend till 1 + a = -, in whicb case the point Q is 

m 
1 

l'eached. For (I snch that 1 + re = --, the poillt P is l'eached. 
I-tv 

80 we have fol' points below the tangent: 

a/v (1-,'l) 1 

all n2 1 
---+----a 
(n-I)2$ (n-1)21-tv 

in which a lies between 0 and 1, and is = 0 on the tangent itself. 
Fol' points above the tangent we have: 
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ex (1-,'1]) 1 

a 1 n' 1 
+ +a (n-l)2 {IJ (n-l)21-lu 

1 
in which a lies between 0 and - -1; whereas to reach the points 

x 

Iying above the tangent on the side of P we need not go fnrther 
1 

than a = --- 1. Of course in the same way as illustrated in an 
I-lU 

exampJe above we have again to consider whether all these points 
points probably OCClll' by investigating the value of 12

• 

ex (I-al) 
The farm in which has been given, now consists of two 

a 

1 1 n2 1 
parts in the denominator. The first part (--I)' -+ I)' 1 n- lIJ (n- -lIJ 

depends only on n, but the second part a depends also on f l and f" 
and as the second member of the inequality which is to be in
vestigated, does depend only on n, we cannot expect the circumstance 

I d21.fJ 0 d' . w lether - = ,when lsappearmg, lies in the positive l'egion of 
dx, 

d21.fJ 
- or in the negative one, only to depend on the ratio of the size 
dv 2 

of the molecules. But this we may at on ce consider as a l'esult 
obtained that as the parallel line is farther from the origin, and sa 
the vaJues of f l anel f 2 are larger, the value of tile first mem bel' of 
the inequality becOInes smaller, and sa there is a greatel' chance that 
the sec011d membel' exceeds tlle first. .B'or greatel' values of f l and f 2 

thel'e is a gl'eater chance that thc disappearance of d
2

tp = 0 takes 
d,'I]' 

cl2l~ 
place in the regioJl where - < 0, and the degree of the non

clv' 
miscibility wiJl be limited. Ol' l.'ather, a phenomenon that attendfi 
non-!fliscibility, will be checkecl by this. Thus for n = 00, for which 

1 1 n 
x = -, anel y = -, anel --- = 1, the fil'st membel' of the inequa-

3 ' 2 n-l 
2 

lity will be equal to 2 for the origin, to - for the points of the 
3 

1 
tangent mentioned, anel for the point P if we include als 0 the 

2 
lefthancl part above the tangent in our calculation ; tlle second member 

2 d2'l~ 
is equal 10 -. Then - = 0 elisappears just on the verge of the 

3 cl.'!;' 
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. f d
2

l/' . t' I' i! th . t f h t F reglOn 0 - pOSlIve Ol' nega~lve lor e pom S 0 t e angent. 'or 
dv~ 

d 2tp 
the points above the tangent, however, - = 0 disappears where 

dv~ 

d~tp . . 
-0 IS negaüve, and the reverse for the points below the tangent. 
dv· 

d2tp 
But let us try to answer the question whel'e - == 0 disappears 

dm~ 

for arbitl'ary value of n. The l'elation between n, tV, and y (Con tri
bution lIl) is, indeed, a very intricate Ol1e - but to my astonishment 
it proved to be possible to find an answer by a comparatively simple 
reduction. If we start from eqnation (4) of Contl'ibution lil, we 
may write: 

1 m (l-m) 
-+m=---{I-yl 
n-l 1-2m 

anel 
n lV (I-lV) 

n-l - (I-lV) = 1-2.v {1-yl 

If we take the square of the fil'st of these equations, and then 
divide by tV - anel the square of the second of these eqnations and 
then divide by 1 - cc, the sum of the two va,lues obta,ineel yields : 

~ (n llf + 1~.v (n~I)~ - 1 = ('~~-;,:12 (l-yp 

1 (1- )~ 
For the second membel' mayalso be written 4" ySY and the 

condition whethel' d
2

tp is positive or negative for the point in which 
dv2 

d
2l/' 

-0 = 0 disappears, becomes tbell for the points below the tangent: 
d.v· 

1 > 4y2 
1 (l_y)2 < l+y 

l-a+----
4 '!l 

In this equation we have a = 1 for the origin anel a = 0 for the 
tangent itself. With a = 1 we find as conditiol1: 

y (1 + y) ~ (1 - yr 
1 

For y = '2' wbich belongs to n = 00, the first member of the 

3 1 
inequa,lity is 4" and the second member "4' So, as we fOlmd above, 

I ~ 

~ 
I 

I I 

,I 

===----h\ 
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d2tp - > O. But fol' Y = 0, which would belong to 12 = 1, the first 
dv 2 

member = 0 and the second = 1. 80 for this limiting case dd21.f' < O. 
v 2 

80 there is a transition value of 12, namely fol' that which belongs 

to 3y = 1 Ol' Y = ~. According to Oontribution lIL the value of .1) 
3 

is about 0.4L and of n about 3.4 fol' this value of y. 
For the points of the tangent fol' which ex = 0, the condition is: 

Ol' 

o ~ 4y~ - 3y + 1 
or 

80 this inequality can never be satisfied by the sign >; only for 
f 

y = '2 there is equality, as we saw alreadyabove. We conclude from 

this that however great the value of 12 be, d2~ = 0 disappears in 
dpr 

d2tp 
the region where - is negative for all the points of the tangents. 

dv 2 

80 this is a fortiori the case for all the points above the tangent. 
1 1 

When y lies between - and -, and so n> 3.4, a line is to be 
3 2 

indicated parallel to the tang~nt on which the points (1\,82 ) must 
~tp -~tp 

lj~ fol' - = 0 to disappear, just on the verge of - = O. But 
d{/]2 dv2 

for values of y < ~ and n < 3.4 the disappeal'ance will take place 
3 

whel'e d
2

tp is negative for all the points below the parabola, and sa 
dv2 

d 2t1 d 2 P . 
the curve -' = 0 will lie inside the curve _t = 0 both at a tem-

dV 2 dv 2 

peratUl'e below Tl' sa before the first contacl, and at a tempeI'ature 
above T2 , so aftel' the second contact. The place of the straight 
line which contains the points at which the transition of the sigu of 
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d2lJ' 3y-l 
- takes place is de(el'mined by the va1ue of a = 1 - -- or 
d~ ~3 

(2y-l)~ (l+y) 
a= 80 the quaniity a has a1ways the same sign, 

1 
and as it cannot be greater than 1, y must a1ways be greater than 3' 

80 the equation of this 1ine is: 

lil 1 n~li, 1 3y-1 
----\----=-
(n _1)' a: (n-1f 1-a: 4y3 

Now we have also the means to tlecide whether the temperatul'e at 

which cl
2

l/J = ° disappears, is higher or 10wer than the critica1 tem
d.v 2 

perature of the mixture of the value of al = xg - in othel' words 
d~l/J 

whether Tg >< T,c' If Tg < Tk, then - = 0 has 1eft the region where 
da:' 

cl2l~ d2l/J - < ° on the side of the branch of the small volumes of - = 0, 
dv 2 dv~ 

and this branch is still fonnd even at the temperature Tq• For the 
other case we have a representation of the relative position of the 
two curves aftel' they had 1eft each othel' in fig. 10, Contribution 

lIl. The condition Tg ~ T,c (see Contribution lIl) may be wl'itten: 

or 

2c 1--y > 8 a 
ba: (1-.v) (1 +y)2 < 27 b 

27 ca: (1-.v) > (l+y)2 
4"-a-< (1-y) , 

ca: (1-.v) 1 
Ifwe write further --a-= (1_y)~,.thecondition becomes: 

1-a+--4yB 

27 1 >(1+y)' 
4" (1-y)~ < 1-y 

1-a+--4y8 

Fot' a = 1, or for the origin 0, this condition becomes: 

27 y3 ~ (1 + y)2 (1 - y). 

1 
For y=-

2 
or 12 = 00 the fil'st member of the inequality becomes 

27 
equa1 to 8' 

9 
and the second member to 8; which means th at 

, 

i ~ 

il . , . 
I 

I' 
, , 
I 

I' 

" \ 
11 
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Tg= 3 Tk• But for y = ° or n = 1 the fil'st membel' = 0, anel the 
second = 1. 80 t11ere is a value of y, fol' which Tg == Tb and of 
course this value must be largel' than that which we found above, 

d2tfJ 
when we determined fol' what vaille of y the curve -. disappeal's 

dm" 
d'tfJ 1 

on the bounda,ry of - == 0. So if we put y = - the fil'st mem bel' 
dv 2 3 

32 
is equal to 1, and the second to 27' 'rhe equality of the two members 

requires y about 0,36, to which n = 3.7 corresponds, which is uut 
little greater than we fonnd above fol' the smallest value of n fol' whicb 
d2tp d~tp - = 0 goes beyond - = 0. 
dm2 dv~ 

Fot' the tangent fol' which a = 0, the condition becOllles: 

27 1 > (1+y)2 
4: (1-4)2 < (l-y) 1+--4yB 

We cannot expect anothel' value fol' the points of 1he tangent than 
1 

y = "2' The last inequa1ity mayalso be writtell : 

o ~ (1_2y)2 (1 + 4y + lOy2 + y8). 

ex.:: 0 0:: = t 
t"ig. ;)8 
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If we call the value of a required to change the inequality into 
equality for given value of y , et' - then the l'elation : 

1- a'= 27 ~~_ (l-yy 
. 4 (l+y)2 4y3' 

holds fol' this quantity. 
the determination of the relation For the preceding problem, viz. 

d2 'lfJ 
bet ween ct and 1J causing - = ° , dm 2 

d2'lfJ . 
to disappear on the curve -. = 0, 

dv' 

3y-1 
1-a=-

, 4yZ 

held. 

Ol' 

For a'-a we find then: 

, 1+.11 27 l-y 
a-a=-------

4y2 4 (1+y)2 

(1-2y)2 (1+7y) 

4y2 (1+y)2 

From this it appears, what had been clear beforehand, that et' is 
1 

always gl'eater than a, except for y = -, when they are both equal 
2 

to 0, and so for the points of the tangent. A case, however, which 
we can only think as a limiting case, because it would requit-e 
n = 00. The adjoinecl fignre 38 gives the l'elation between a and y 
for the two pl'oblems graphically. For the origin a = 1, and fol' the 

1 
points of the tangent a = 0. Fo!' the fil'st pl'oblem y ="3 fol' the 

origin, and for [he second y = 0,36 - whel'eas for a = ° the two 
1 

valnes of y are = '2' Fol' the second problem the line y = f(a) 

always lies above that of the fh-st problem. Rence fol' equal value 
of y the point P' lies at higher value of a than the point P. 

(To be continued). 

33 
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